The new floor construction next came under suspicion. Still specifying
*no publicity7, the commissioner observed that test: twice the required
load and no deflection whatever.
These proofs seemed to make 'Authority' thoroughly mad.
Of course, there was no way of testing the footings the building needed
except the hundred or so buildings that had been standing for generations.
But behind Ben now was no church and no architect. There was only
the good old foundation man, his cleric, their stand-in, the local engineer
(the blind leading the blind), and a pair of lawyers. The lawyers knew
their law$ masters of the profession, they were sure they could take care of
anything when the time came, especially any contract they themselves
made. They knew how to make them.
Now Kansas City is just about as near Taliesin as New York City, so far
as accessibility goes. Had I been able to go down and livo on the job, the
wrecking crew might have been checked even then, if there had been a
building committee less legal and more rational—faithful to the idea we
started with. I offered to go down if that could be set up, Dr. Burris
Jenkins had himself fallen very ill. He was a sick man. Joe, succeeding
to the chief ministry, did all he could and did (eventually) do so much that
he resigned, which is probably the same thing as being fired,
Dr, Burris himself, now somewhat better, was told to *keep out* and
leave the affair to the lawyers. He did. Worn out, I guess* The usual game
was being played. It looked as bad for Ben as it had for me,
The Church of the Future was now a row between lawyers and the
K.C. building commission, their local experts, the various others that the
lawyers had called in over Wiltscheck's head, and Ben Wiltscheck himself,
There had been no reference by them to me in the matter since the
essential foundation scheme was wrecked and the frame 'strengthened',
'made safe', as the K.C engineer said. I don't know what superiority over
Wisconsin-licensed engineers (we had two of the very best beside myself)
the Missouri engineer (unlicensed) could have except that he was down
there in Kansas City working.
I have always known that lawyers make the poorest builders in the
world* They are narrow-minded dealers in and for and with the strictures
of the law. And they are poor sports because they are men of opinion.
If only we could have had several forthright practical American busi-
ness men as we did in Racine to back up the novel experiment in housing
a deserving congregation for much less than half the usual cost of the
ordinary thing, housing it with comfort, beauty, and distinction, success
would have been ours, It will be yet.
Meantime . .. well. .. Joe Cleveland, elevated to the ministry by
Dr. Burris Jenkins himself, wants a job. I'll never get another building to
build in Kansas City, which is less than no matter at alL But Ben is out
about twenty thousand he could ill afford to lose, and just because lie
stuck his head out. And I am now 'ex-architect'* Kansas City, Missouri,
just missed something that might have been a jewol in the town$ it will
now resemble a busted pearl in a swine's snout, until finally after all the
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